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Would you like your virtual meetings to be more focused, engaging
and effective?

Here’s my 21 Point Checklist packed with practical guidance, fresh
ideas and useful tools to revitalise your virtual meetings. 

And here's to you making the most of people's time, intelligence and
creativity!

2. Empathy. Ask yourself ‘what atmosphere will help this virtual
space achieve its intended outcomes?’ Use empathy to design the
experience you want people to have. More.

1. Purpose. Set a crystal-clear purpose for the meeting and
describe your desired outcomes as tangibly as possible. More.

3. Storyboard. Use a Storyboard to plan the meeting flow from
start to finish, right down to the minute. Discover why.

4. Clarity. Use Chat to broadcast information and instructions.
Prepare messages, then test in Chat before pasting live. More.

5. Contribution. What can be done offline and ahead of time?
Create opportunities for people to prepare and contribute in
advance.  Here's how.

6. Welcome. Create a welcoming and human environment right
from the start. Want some great ideas?

7. Warm up the room. Don’t be shy to use creative approaches to
create the right mood. Use Moodlight, a breathing exercise, or
invite people to share a favourite personal photo!  More.

8. Start with Why. Paste Purpose, Goals and Agenda in Chat to set
a clear North Star and inspire confidence in what's to come. More.

9. Presence. Discuss ground rules and agree respectful dialogue
guidelines. Remove distractions and encourage presence.  More.
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“Cara is a highly skilled OD and change professional who brings about a
sustained, positive impact on the teams, organisations and leaders she

works with. Having worked with her closely for over a decade, I
recommend her with absolute confidence.”

 
Gareth Jones, Chief Talent Officer, UNIMO Group

12. Ace asynchronicity!  Give people choices over when and how
to engage in reflection, preparation and collaboration. Want more
ideas?

11. Break down barriers. What tech support might people need
advance access to? E.g. a primer to familiarise participants with
new features you plan to use. More.

13. Liberate your meetings! Heard of liberating structures?  Check
out 33 simple yet disruptive techniques designed to enhance trust,
participation and collaboration! More.

14. Plan for quiet time. To facilitate reflection, diminish power
differentials, expand the diversity of inputs and ensure everyone
has a chance to be heard. Learn the 1-2-4-All Model here.

15. Don’t be a Lone Ranger! Co-facilitation can energize the
experience for everyone! While you facilitate, why not have
someone field the technical aspects of the meeting? More.

16. Get out of your head! Create space to connect with the body,
boost energy and blood flow. Need ideas? 

17. Create connection. Factor in that people may need a chance to
connect or reconnect before getting down to business. A great
opener is Celebrate/Hope/Contribute – learn more here.

10. Psychological safety. For group work or team development
time, start by giving the group at least 15 minutes to ‘design their
alliance’. Tip#4 here offers four great questions to ask!
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18. Plan for distraction! Been in a breakout where the opening line
was “does anyone remember the question?” Anticipate this! Pop
the breakout instructions in Chat. More.

19. Plan breakout groups carefully. Pay attention to the balance
of power. Build from ‘safe’ to vulnerable topics. Plan enough time
to give everyone a fair share of the airtime. More.

20. Let the breakouts breathe. Avoid flooding breakouts with
prompts and countdown reminders. Post instructions in Chat and
then let the conversation flow! More.

21. Get your breakouts working. Do real work virtually, kickstart
collaboration or plan for action. For a brilliant way to live-source
ideas and know-how try TROIKA. Want more ideas? 

I hope these  21 tips make a positive
impact on your virtual meetings!

Cara
 

Get in touch to explore how we can help
your business thrive.

Organisation Development 
Team Development | Executive Coaching 

 
 e: caramccarthy@desertspring.org.uk

w: desertspring.org.uk

 
“Our leadership offsite was expertly led by Cara and her co-facilitator,
who struck the perfect balance of vision, strategy, inclusive leadership
and team bonding. The team arrived as individual contributors and left

as a collective ready to forge ahead to deliver the business strategy and
become inclusive leaders.” 

Executive Team, Global Banking Group, UK Wealth Management 
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